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ignals aims to empower business
executives with unique insights into the
cyber threat environment and advice
on the strategies and controls necessary to
ensure a robust defence.
In this edition, we provide more analysis on
email payment scams that impersonate your
senior executives or suppliers in order to
transfer funds into the accounts of criminals,
and we take a closer look at China’s new
cybersecurity laws.
We hope and anticipate the report will filter
out the noise from media reporting of cyber
security events and provide context and
confidence for your security strategy.

Brett Winterford
Senior Manager, Cyber
Outreach and Research

Cyber
Security:

Cybercrime has evolved into a mature
and established industry, characterised
by supply chains of threat actors

Trends and Observations

“DDoS-as
-a-service”

Key trends observed during the quarter

Supply chains shape
as key attack vector
for data breach
Several of the largest data breaches reported
in Australia in 2016 resulted from poor security
practices on the part of
third party contractors hired
CHECKLIST
by the breached entity. In
October, the outsourced
• Organisations with complex
web developer of the
supply chains require an active
Red Cross Blood Service
security compliance program
that compels suppliers and
inadvertently exposedi the
other partners to protect their
sensitive personal data of
clients’ data to an agreed
550,000 donors, while a
standard.
compromise of the external
mailing list provider used by
• The ability of a supplier to meet
security obligations should
CBHSii provided attackers
inform procurement decisions,
access to the contact details
particularly where customer
of the health insurer’s clients.
data is stored by the third party.
Many of the most damaging
cyber incidents in recent
• CBA clients are invited to attend
a workshop with the bank’s
history – such as those
Supplier Governance team
impacting Target and Home
if they wish to leverage our
Depot – resulted from the
thinking and resources in this
lax security of a third party
area. Contact your relationship
contractor.
manager or account manager
for details.

Phishermen
follow the leaks
The exposure of one billion credential pairs used
by Yahoo customers is the latest in a spate of
large-scale data breach events that will adversely
impact the ability of other digital service providers
to authenticate users. Whenever a large volume
of credentials used by
your staff are exposed
CHECKLIST
in a third party data
•
A Cyber Security Centre
breach, you should
analysis of 370 million leaked
anticipate phishing
credentials from attacks
campaigns that target
on social networks in 2012
these victims in the
and 2013 found that 1 in
immediate aftermath.
6 employees used a work
The Cyber Security
address to sign up to social
Centre has viewed this
networksiii. We recommend
trend directly following
large organisations check the
incidents affecting Red
exposure of their staff to 2016
Cross Blood Service
breaches.
donors and CBHS
• Commonwealth Bank offers
policy-holders (the latter
our clients a set of eLearning
includes current and
modules on cyber hygiene,
former CBA staff).
including a module on
password security. Contact
your account manager or
relationship manager should
you wish to deploy these
learning products to your staff.
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Cybercrime has evolved into a
mature and established industry,
characterised by supply chains
of threat actors that specialise in
each of the discrete components
required to build a successful
campaign. Dark web forums serve
the function of marketplaces,
enabling trade between actors
that specialise in writing malware,
distributing malware via phishing,
renting access to compromised
devices or networks of devices
(botnets), or extracting stolen funds
using money mules, for example.
In recent months, the ability to rent
large, globally-distributed botnets
on an ‘as-a-service basis’ – and
at very affordable prices – has
provided relatively unsophisticated
actors (such as teenage gamers) an
ability to disrupt service to the web
properties of well-protected entities.

CHECKLIST
• Clients, academics and other interested
parties are welcome to learn more
about cybercrime marketplaces at a
guest lecture by Commonwealth Bank
fellow Jonathan Lusthaus, director of
the Human Cybercriminal Project at the
University of Oxford, during a series of
lectures in Sydney and Melbourne in
early April 2017. See Page 12 for details.

By the
Numbers

£2.5

million
stolen from 9000 Tesco Bank
accounts in Novemberxviii.

75%
of Australian superannuation
providers reported a cyber incident
to executive management in 2016.
Only 38% are confident that have
adequately tested their ability to
respond and recover from attacksxix.

1 in 5
fraudulent credit card
applications in 2016 were
based on stolen identities,
up 17%xx.

Cyber Security:

Trends and Observations

Spawning of internet
-of-things botnets
The security community has long warned of unintended
consequences from the explosive growth of the
‘internet-of-things’ (the embedding of digital devices
into physical objects), on the basis that low-cost, largely
unmanaged devices designed for permanent internet
connectivity would be easy targets for exploitation. These
fears were realised via the Mirai botnet, a network of
infected IP cameras and DVRs used to launch some of
the largest denial of service attacks in history – one of
which temporarily took down DNS provider Dyn, and
with it the services of Twitter, Amazon, Tumblr, Reddit,
Spotify and Netflix. The publishing of the Mirai source
code online and establishing of entities that sell access
to the botnet as a service has inspired the proliferation
of variants of the same botnet and copycats that exploit
weaknesses in other connected devices such as
consumer-grade routers.
In November, the routers of
CHECKLIST
some 900,000 Deutsche
•
Home users are encouraged
Telecom subscribers were
to change the default security
iv
incapacitated by a script
credentials on broadband
intended to convert these
routers, and to disable any
devices into a Mirai-like
connectivity options that they
botnet, and a similar
do not use (such as Universal
campaign caused outages
Plug n Play).
at consumer ISPs in the UK.
• If infected, change the password
The gravity of these events
on your device, disconnect the
has led to product recalls
device from the internet net and
of devices built by low cost
attempt to reboot it. (Some Mirai
contract manufacturers that
variants have been found to run
rebadge devices for multiple
in dynamic memory).
consumer brands – which
• A longer list of preventative advice
suggests more pain ahead
is available from US-CERTv.
for the internet community.

• A technical breakdown of Mirai is
available at MalwareMustDievi

the primary motivation is to
destabilise an economy by eroding
trust in its key institutions

Nation-state
weaponry in
the wild

Actors motivated
to ‘de-stabilise’
economies

Capabilities developed for or by nation states
for use in intelligence operations continue to
become available for use by non-state actors.
Toolsvii linked to US intelligence agencies, for
example, have been made available for sale
to non-state actors in cybercrime forums,
while surveillance tools developed for sale to
intelligence and law enforcement bodies in Italy
and the Middle Eastviii continue to find their
way into the
public domain,
CHECKLIST
elevating the
possibility of
• Use of these capabilities by
non-State actors (such as
future use in
profit-motivated criminals or
attacks against
hactivists) will likely broaden
private entities.

Electoral authorities and banks have both
counted as victims of attack by nation
state-aligned cyber threat actors whose
primary motivation is to ‘destabilise’ an
entire economy by eroding trust in its key
institutions. These cyber-attacks, perpetrated
by foreign actors and often accompanied
by ‘disinformation’ campaigns, aim to seed
anxiety and mistrust within an adversary’s
population. Attacks have impacted banks in
Russiax and Saudi
Arabiaxi, as well as
electoral authorities
CHECKLIST
in Europexii and the
• Nation-state actors
xiii
United States .
have typically attacked
Attacks on political
private organisations that
parties in both
supply to military (such
Russiaxiv and the
as the recent attackxvi on
xv
United States
German manufacturer
– each of which
ThyssenKrupp), or to
exposed large
support an effort to transfer
volumes of email
intellectual property from
correspondence
foreign entities to domestic
companies. In the current
between key political
geopolitical climate, any
figures - were
organisation more generally
characterised by
viewed as a ‘trusted
victims on either
institution’ by a large share
side as efforts by a
of a national populace may
foreign aggressor
also find itself of interest to
to undermine a
nation-state aligned actors.
domestic political
The tradecraft of these
process.

the types of organisations
targeted using sophisticated
system exploits.

• Enterprise users of the Solaris
operating system or Sendmail
should take note of recent
exploits.
• A hardening guide for iOSix is
available from the Australian
Signals Directorate. While
significant work is underway
to build exploit protection into
the fragmented Android OS
ecosystem, the most secure
options at present are released
directly by Google or by handset
vendors that track closest to its
patch (security update) cycle.
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actors will differ from those
motivated by financial gain.

By the
Numbers
Exposed in recent hacks:

1 billion
Yahoo credentials

412 million
Adult Friend Finder records

550K
Red Cross Blood Donor records

The ACSC has responded to

1095

cyber incidents

against Australian
Government systems in
the last 18 monthsxxi.

$16

billion

– estimate of total cyber
risk in Australia over the
next decadexxii.

Deep Dive:

Brett Winterford
Senior Manager, Cyber Outreach and Research

How Whaling Works

Jeremy Lee
Cyber Security Analytics Engineer

Part II of our analysis on Email Payment Fraud

O

ur last issue of Signalsxvii provided an
initial analysis of Email Payment Frauds
responsible for significant losses in the
Australian economy over 2016.
These attacks usually take the form of emails
that appear to be valid requests for payment,
in which the attacker spoofs (forges) the
email address of a CEO or company director
(‘Whaling’ or ‘CEO Email’ fraud) or that of a
supplier (supplier payment fraud).
The request for payment or invoice is either
pitched as being from a new supplier or as
a request for accounts staff to alter the bank
account details of an existing supplier. In both
cases, the recipient bank account is controlled
by the attacker.
In recent weeks we have studied a set of several
hundred whaling emails to derive the typical
features of a campaign. Our data set included a
sample of emails that led to fraud events, and a
sample of those detected by clients and sent to
CBA’s Hoax mailbox for analysis.

2016. Total losses from fraud events in which the
attacker requests a change to the beneficiary
details of a known supplier continues to increase
- and there is ample evidence in our analysis
that attackers rely on information in the public
domain (press releases about new supplier
arrangements, LinkedIn posts etc.) to inform and
legitimise these requests.
The good news? Our clients are getting savvier
at recognising and reporting these scams.

Who is being attacked?
Attacks do not target any particular industry
and were recorded evenly across most sectors
of the Australian economy.
Susceptibility to these scams, however, varies
dramatically from industry to industry. While
we will communicate these details to clients in
private, factors include:
(a) Cultural factors – whether an organisation’s
accounts staff would feel comfortable
questioning a request from their superior;

more often compared to organisations that
expect staff to handle payments as part of
broader administrative duties.

What techniques are
attackers employing?
Attackers are as likely to employ email spoofing
as they are to register a similar sounding
webmail address or domain name (homoglyph)
in order to impersonate an authority or supplier.
Again, the efficacy of each of these techniques
varies dramatically, as the chart below illustrates.

Which whaling techniques are most effective?
100%

Detected
by client

90%

29%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

Detected
by client

62%

71%

Resulting
in fraud

Detected
by client

46%

(b) The frequency with which accounts teams
reconcile payments. Organisations that hire fulltime, specialist accounts staff tend to reconcile

38%

Homoglyph
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You are requested to
ignore standard payment
authorisation processes;
The request includes
grammatical and
spelling errors;
The type of request and
the language and formatting are
unusual for the supposed sender;
The ‘reply to’ email
address is different to
the sender’s address.

54%

Resulting
in fraud

(20% of attacks)

The request claims
to be urgent and/or
confidential;

Resulting
in fraud

10%
The bad news? The volume of Email Payment
Fraud scams attacking Australian customers has
not fallen from a peak that commenced in July

How to spot email
payment frauds:

Spoofed
email
(42% of attacks)

Webmail
(38% of attacks)

As discussed in Part I of our analysis, emails
from domains that are not protected with
SPF/DKIM or DMARC records are relatively
trivial to spoof. As such, accounts teams
cannot rely exclusively on an email address
for determining the authenticity of a sender.

Deep Dive:

How Whaling Works

the majority of whaling emails are derived
from template-driven campaigns, in which a similar
skeleton email is customised for each victim

Repeated ‘features’
Our analysis suggests the majority of whaling
emails are derived from template-driven
campaigns, in which a similar skeleton email is
customised for each victim. Several CBA clients
received similar requests for payment within
weeks of each other that used precisely the
same features/language - the only customisation
required for each attack was:

Subject lines of whaling emails
The word cloud left represents the most
common words used in the SUBJECT
LINES of whaling emails. They include
several notable features. The subject line
will often:
• Introduce a sense of urgency (“urgent”,
“due”, “important”, “required”;

• the spoofed domain,

• Inquire as to how the organisation’s
payments process works (“balances”,
“funds” “finance”)

• the names of the impersonated CEO and

• Use American terms
e.g. “Wire Transfer”

Accounts Payable target,
• the value of the payment requested, and
• the details of the beneficiary (mule)
bank accounts.
There are also conspicuous spaces appearing in
sections of the email template where details have
been ‘cut-and-pasted’ in, such as next to the
amount sought, instructions on what to ‘code’
or ‘reference’ the payment to, or what form of
confirmation was sought following payment.
The Cyber Security Centre has analysed the key
features of a whaling email campaign, which are
presented on the adjacent page.
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Body text of whaling emails
The word cloud left represents the most
common words used in the BODY TEXT
of whaling emails. On first glance, the
word cloud reveals that the contents of
these scams looks not dissimilar to a
legitimate email with an attached invoice.
Read on to the next page to learn what
some of the more obvious ‘tells’ look like.

CHECKLIST
• Ensure your accounts/payments
staff are aware of these attacks.
Commonwealth Bank has developed A3
posters that clients can place around
these teams to heighten their awareness
– clients should ask your relationship
or account manager to forward them
to you.
• Review payments processes and enforce
strict compliance, ensuring there is clear
separation of duties. Ensure that large or
unexpected payments cannot be made
without additional verification steps.
• Senior executives should promote a
culture where it’s OK for staff to question
a process change that doesn’t make
sense, particularly with respect to
payments.
• Check your SPF/DKIM and DMARC
settings provide protection against and
reporting on attempts to spoof emails
from your domain.
• Ensure staff with the authority to make
large transactions have completed
security awareness training, and
consider the use of phishing simulation
to help them get better at identifying
the traits of a phishing campaign.
Commonwealth Bank offers our clients
access to eLearning modules on email
security should you wish to deploy
to your staff, including a new mobile
eLearning module specifically on these
threats. Talk to your relationship or
account manager for access.

Deep Dive:

Often the attacker will make an
excuse for why an invoice is not present,
and promise it by a certain time

How Whaling Works

Features of whaling emails

Understanding the typical features of a whaling campaign provides critical context for educating accounts staff on how to identify fraudulent emails.
The first seven features below are the most common techniques used in attacks to date. We have included an eighth that is used under certain conditions.

1

Address Target
by First Name

Present in 96% of attacks

Most campaigns exhibit evidence that the
attacker has researched the names of CEOs
and Accounts Payable staff.

2

Check target
availability

Present in 48% of attacks

From mid-2016, campaigns often began with
asking whether the Accounts Payable staff
were available to complete a payment for the
impersonated Executive.

3

Create a sense
of urgency

Present in 56% of attacks

Over half of campaigns made specific appeals
to the payment being ‘urgent’ – using terms
such as “urgent”, “immediately”, “ASAP” or
“right away”.

“Are you available this morning?”
“Let me know if you are available.”
“Are you in the office?”

“I need you to attend to this wire
transfer immediately”
“Kindly get it done ASAP”
“Handle this right away”

5

6

7

Present in 100% of attacks

The majority of campaigns ask the target to
‘reference’ or ‘code’ the payment to the CEO’s
or company name, or as a generic “business
expense”, “admin”, “professional services” etc.

Maintain exclusive,
direct communication
with target

All attacks solicit a direct reply to prevent target
from discussing the matter with other staff.
A typical excuse is that the requestor is “in a
meeting and can only reply on email”.

“Send me confirmation when completed.”
“Let me know once its done.”
“I will wait for your email.”

Anchor (reference)
the payment

Present in 65% of attacks

“Code to administrative expense”
“I need you to put my name as a
reference for this payment.”
“… under my personal expenses”

Promise a
follow-up

Present in 28% of attacks

Often the attacker will make an excuse for why
an invoice is not present, and promise it by a
certain time to keep the target from validating
with other staff before making the payment.

“I will email invoice soon as
I get to my computer
“… once I am done with my meeting”

This report contains general advice for educational purposes only. Please consult your cyber security team and legal counsel for advice specific to your organisation.

4

Validate the
payments process

Present in 41% of attacks

Attackers will often seek information on how
or when payments can be made (especially
international payments).

“Are you able to process an
international wire transfer today?”
“What details do I need to give to you to
make an international wire transfer?”

8

Apply
pressure

within 90 minutes

If the target has responded to more than one
email, but has not sent back confirmation of
payment, the attacker will typically follow-up
with a further email that applies pressure.

“What is the status of the payment
I requested?”
“Have you gotten the payment
processed? Please advise.”

You are invited to attend an

Application Security
Masterclass

Digital Protection Group

Brought to you by Commonwealth Bank’s
Digital Protection Group
Commonwealth Bank’s Application Security Team will offer insights
into how an effective application security program, in conjunction with
security testing, can help manage risk across a large organisation.
The masterclass provides an introduction to:
• What is application security, and what is its’ role within a large organisation?
• How does application security effectively scale?
• How does application security fit into - and feed back to - a program of security testing?

Melbourne

9:15am, Thursday February 23, 2017,
Victoria Suites, Sofitel on Collins
25 Collins Street, Melbourne
RSVP:
http://appsecmasterclassmelbourne.
eventbrite.com

This session is offered exclusively to clients and partners of Commonwealth Bank.

Sydney

Best suited to:

1:30pm, Friday, February 24, 2017,
Colonial Theatre
201 Sussex St, Sydney
RSVP:

Security Management, Risk Management professionals
and Assurance/Testing Leads.

http://appsecmasterclasssydney.
eventbrite.com

Deep Dive:

“Proactive Transparency” – the key to doing business in China
What the newly-released Chinese Cybersecurity Laws mean for your business

C

hina is a market is a world leader across
many industry domains, and even in the
wake of a recent slowdown in top-line
growth, the Middle Kingdom exhibits potential for
more still – especially in the domain of IT.

• Internationally: China will seek to safeguard
its sovereignty, security and development
interests; and
• Domestically: China will seek to ensure
political security and social stability.

For example, China is the world’s largest market
for proximity-based mobile payments (195.3
million people in 2016), a market which grew 45.8
percent over the last 12 months.

Sovereignty of data holdings

Beyond a range of existing risks to doing
business in the domestic Chinese market,
Australian exporters of technology-led services to
China must also now consider the requirements
of the Chinese 2016 Cybersecurity Law, released
by the Chinese National Security Commission in
early November.
These laws represent a key line in the sand for
Chinese strategy in cyberspace. Cybersecurity
has been uplifted to an issue of national concern,
reflected in a national law. China’s President, Mr Xi
Jinping, leads the National Security Commission
(NSC) and is the driving force behind the
implementation of the Cybersecurity Law.
The motivation and intent of the Cybersecurity
law, as stated directly by the NSC:

“China will seek to safeguard its sovereignty”
Under the new laws, data about a Chinese
entity (individual, business and government/
state entities), sourced within the Chinese
telecommunications network, must be held and
stored within the Chinese jurisdiction.
Cross-border transfers of such data holdings is
prohibited, which has implications for network
topology and architecture for firms with
operations in the Middle Kingdom. The laws
will also inhibit the delivery of disaster recovery,
security operations and other cloud services to
entities within China.
Organisations without Chinese-zoned or hosted
infrastructure who do business in China will
need to carefully assess the definition of the
boundary for data holdings and hand-off of data
in consideration of these laws.
Implicit in the law is the requirement to ensure

that data is managed with the necessary data
segregation controls – which becomes pertinent
as Big Data and Cloud shape our technology
ecosystems. In order to protect data assets,
organisations will need to invest in metadata
schema definition and standardisation, adding
structure to previously unstructured data – which
has the fortunate by-product of amplifying
the ability of security appliances to apply filter
policies and other granular controls.

Secure and trustable
products/services
“China will seek to safeguard its
development interests”
It is likely that achieving technical compliance
to the Chinese Cybersecurity Laws will require
non-Chinese operations to achieve third-party
certification. These certification regimes may
require organisations to expose source code,
encryption methods or other critical intellectual
property for review by certifiers and security
authorities. Some organisations serving the
Chinese market may need to assess whether
this presents an unacceptable risk.
Additionally, Chinese authorities will seek to
maximise the use of Chinese-home grown
IT product and services for organisations
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Philippe Lopez
Cyber Security Consulting Manager

hosting Chinese entity data, a goal the State will
conceivable endeavour to exercise through some
sort of registration or accreditation process and
approved panels of suppliers. There may be
limits placed on what vendors can be used for
infrastructure that hosts data on Chinese entities.
From a security perspective, some of these
systems may be certified for use in China,
but not certified by domestic communications
authorities (such as the Australian Signals
Directorate) in the Australian environment. This
has implications for the ongoing maintenance of
divergent lines of product.

ISP log monitoring
“China will seek to ensure political security and
social stability”
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) operating in
China will have a new set of responsibilities under
the new Cybersecurity Law. ISPs must:
• Retain logs for a period of at least six months;
• Cooperate for Government supervision and
inspection on demand;
• Ask for “real” Personal Identifiable
Information;
• Maintain the absolute integrity of the data held;
• Not divulge the data other than to authorised
Government agencies.

ISPs will likely be used as a fulcrum point for the
monitoring of social traffic, as they are in many other
jurisdictions.

Proactive transparency
The key to success for foreign entities in China is
“proactive transparency” – exposing the policy and
processes of your organisation and actively (if not
pre-emptively) working with Chinese authorities to
confirm policy interpretation.
Transparency is not the default position for all
industries – but it is a familiar one for regulated
entities that are compelled to routinely provide
government a degree of comfort over security
controls. There is a strong argument to suggest
that the experience of well regulated industries in
Australia will assist in adjusting to Chinese demands.
China’s Cybersecurity Law has been developed to
be flexible to avoid discouraging investment, but also
to provide enough footholds to assure controls are
implemented. The innate flexibility in the law invites
a “horses-for-courses” application that introduces a
degree of risk. This risk may be amplified by sheer
diversity in interpretation of the laws by a large
number of regulators in China - any subtleties of
interpretation of the Cybersecurity Law by each
independent commission may drive significantly
different business process and policy requirements.
Proactive transparency subsequently demands
open and energetic cooperation with the Chinese
authorities, and some assistance for interpretation
on data risk and shared responsibilities with Chinese
partners. Injecting cybersecurity professionals as
early as possible into your risk identification phase
will help to offset realised issues and cost prior to
developing capabilities for the Chinese market.

Regulatory
& Legal

New laws and legal precedents
relevant to security strategy
ASX100 undergo
Cyber Security
Health Checks

Australian Government
makes key cyber
appointments

In November, the Australian Stock Exchange
(ASX) and Securities Investment Commission
(ASIC) launched an initiative aimed at boosting
the cyber security awareness of Australian
business leaders. A voluntary ‘Cyber Health
Check’ was distributed to the top 100 listed
companies on
the ASX via their
advisory partnersxxiii.
CHECKLIST
Developed by CERT • An anonymised report that
Australia along with
reveals key trends, lessons
KPMG, Deloitte,
learned, and findings will be
EY and PwC, the
released to the public in March
survey will baseline
2017, and will likely make for
the cyber maturity
informative reading for any
of organisations and
business leader.
raise awareness of
• Security professionals should
cyber security issues
remind their Boards and senior
at board level. The
executives that the ‘Health
health check mirrors
Check’ checklist is not an
a similar initiative
exhaustive list of necessary
controls, but rather an exercise
undertaken in the
that baselines the security
United Kingdom
awareness of board members.
with the FTSE 350.

The Turnbull Government has named Dr Tobias
Feakin as Australia’s first Ambassador for Cyber
Affairsxxiv, creating a figurehead for engagement on
international cyber issues. The Government has
also named former
Atlassian Director
of Security Craig
CHECKLIST
Davies as chief
• A key component of the
executive of the
Ambassador’s role is to
Australian Cyber
collaborate with the Australian
Security Growth
private sector to enhance
Networkxxv, which
opportunities for international
cooperation on cyber security
aims to improve the
issues.
fortunes of cyber
security startups in
• Craig Davies is co-leading
Australia.
a delegation showcasing
Australian cyber industry
capabilities at the San
Francisco RSA Conference.
For more information contact
Austrade.
• You can read Austrade’s
report on U.S. cyber business
development opportunities here.

UK updates
its Cyber
Security
Strategy
In November, the UK
Government updated its
National Cyber Security
Strategyxxvi for 20162021. Funded by a £1.9
billion (AUD$3.24 billion)
war-chest, the strategy
will see Government take
a more active approach
to “defend, deter and
develop” in cyberspace.
The strategy includes
measures to crack down
on the spoofing of @gov.
uk email addresses and
poisoning of IP routing.

CHECKLIST
• See advice on email/
domain spoofing on Page 5
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Regulatory & Legal:

New laws and legal precedents relevant to security strategy

US uses economic
sanctions as
cyber deterrent
The outgoing Obama administration
has imposed economic sanctions on
nine Russian entities and individuals
accused of providing “material support”
to campaigns that sought to undermine
the 2016 US Election. In addition, 35
Russian diplomats have been expelled
from the United States, while the
Department of Homeland Security
and the FBI have issued a joint report
on the evidence relied on to attribute
the attacks to actors aligned with the
Russian Government. The US had
previously threatened to use economic
sanctions against China over attacks
on US institutions attributed to Chinese
interests, prior to an agreement between
both States that attacks on privatelyheld organisations were off limits. Fewer
attacks on US private enterprise have
been attributed
to China-aligned
actors over the 12
CHECKLIST
months since the
•
T

he US CERT
threat of sanctions
(computer emergency
against China were
response team) has
introduced.
released a set of
technical indicators
related to the
attackers in question,
as well as some
general advice on
mitigations.

the move simply formalises ICANN’s role
and creates a degree of separation between
the U.S. Government and control of ‘nuts
and bolts’ of the internet.

First Joint Cyber
Security Centre
to open
CERT Australia is in the process of standing
up government and industry Joint Cyber
Security Centres, which aim to improve
threat information flows between the private
and public sectors. The centres will be
established in major capital cities, with the
first pilot set to open in Brisbane from late
January. JCSC members can co-locate in the
shared spaces or
contribute via video
CHECKLIST
teleconference or
• If your organisation is
tailored workshop
interested in becoming
discussions and
involved in the Brisbane
projects.

JCSC, contact CERT
Australia. Clients that
would like to find out
how to benefit from
Commonwealth Bank’s
contribution can email us.

U.S. Federal Agencies
gain new powers
In December, the U.S. Congress allowed
for the passage of new legislation that
dramatically expands the surveillance powers
of several federal agencies, including the
FBIxxvii. The controversial ‘Rule 41’ change
allows magistrates
to issue search
CHECKLIST
warrants for the
•
US law enforcement
remote access and
agencies argue that the
search of computers
legislation will enable
in any U.S. jurisdiction
them to more effectively
and overseas, where
crack down on botnets
previously warrants
and ransomware attacks
were restricted the
without having to rely on
jurisdiction of the
negotiations with foreign
agency involved and
powers.
placed limitations on
• Assume the US has set
international probes.
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a precedent that will be
pursued by other law
enforcement bodies across
the globe.

U.S. Government
transitions control
of the internet
In October 2016, the United States
Department of Commerce officially
ended its stewardship over the functions
of the Internet Assigned Names and
Numbers (IANA). Responsibility for
management of the IANA functions,
which includes the distribution of IP
addresses, now formally sits with the
non-government Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers
(ICANN)xxviii. ICANN has managed the
IANA functions on a contract basis for
the U.S. Department of Commerce
since 1998 – the move simply formalises
ICANN’s role and creates a degree
of separation between the U.S.
Government and control of ‘nuts and
bolts’ of the internet. The Australian
Government has broadly supported the
move to a multistakeholder model.

Better Practice:

The latest advice your technology team
should consider when setting security policies:

Phish Eyes:

Secure your web applications

The US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has released a broad ranging frameworkxxix
to help organisations to reduce the number of software vulnerabilities in the digital services they offer. The
document, ‘Dramatically Reducing Software Vulnerabilities’ should be seen as a management companion to
the popular OWASP guides, which provide more practical advice for software developers based on common
threats. Both will be discussed in detail at a CBA AppSec event in February 2017.

Secure your internet-enabled thing

NIST has also released a second public draftxxx of advice on engineering trustworthy systems for
manufacturers of digital devices.

Secure your small business

The guidelines of technical standards bodies are often too daunting, broad or expensive for small
organisations to implement. NIST has attempted to remedy this need with a revised cyber security
framework for small businessesxxxi.

Lock down your Login

The US Department of Homeland Security has released a marketing campaign to address identity theft,
featuring simple actionable advicexxxii for individuals seeking to secure access to popular web services.

Fight ransomware

A consortia of technology companies have banded together to publish a collection of decryption tools for
common ransomware campaigns. The nomoreransom.org web sitexxxiii should be a first stop for affected
organisations, but be realistic about your chances of success: new versions of ransomware are being
released with altered encryption regimes on a weekly basis.

Watch for deprecations

Security protocols, like any other technology, have a limited shelf-life before their effectiveness is blunted
by changes in the threat landscape. Web browser vendors have collectively decided to deprecate the
SHA-1 algorithm from January 2017xxxiv and NIST no longer recommends the SMS protocolxxxv as a primary
means of providing two-factor authentication. Microsoft also intends to end-of-life the Enhanced Mitigation
Experience Toolkit (EMET) on July 31, 2018xxxvi. EMET which provides memory exploitation controls (such
as ASLR, data execution prevention) to older Microsoft operating systems that are otherwise standard in
Windows 10. Where alternatives are not immediately or practically available, organisations should seek to
place additional layers of control behind these services.

This report contains general advice for educational purposes only. Please consult your cyber security team and legal counsel for advice specific to your organisation.

This is reportedly the phishing email used to trick the chairman of the
2016 Hillary Clinton campaign into clicking on a suspect link. Note that
the design scheme and text is very typical to a legitimate Google alert.
The victim (John Podesta), would have needed to hover his mouse
over the ‘Change Password’ button to detect the scam – when viewed
without images displayed, the button is shown to be a Bitly link. Bitly is
a popular service for shortening a URL (web address), but can equally
be used to disguise a link to a malicious web site. Source: Wikileaks

This phishing campaign – and
many similar – was timed in
the lead-up to Christmas – a
time in which many Australians
might expect to receive a gift
from a popular retailer in the
post. The ‘Track your Delivery’
was hyperlinked to a fake
Australia Post domain
(aus-post.info).

Horizon Scan

Upcoming events of interest

Footnotes
i http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-28/red-cross-blood-service-admits-to-data-breach/7974036
ii CBHS
iii https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/assets/business/can/business-insights/signals/commbank-signals-q2-2016.pdf
iv http://www.reuters.com/article/us-deutsche-telekom-outages-idUSKBN13N12K
v https://www.us-cert.gov/ncas/alerts/TA16-288A

2017

Feb

23/24

Melbourne/Sydney

AppSec Masterclass: Application
Security and Enterprise Risk

Melbourne, February 23, 2017 – Victoria Suites, Sofitel, 25 Collins St
Sydney, February 24, 2017– Colonial Theatre, 201 Sussex St
sec.edu – a partnership between Commonwealth Bank and UNSW – delivers our second
masterclass on Application Security. Commonwealth Bank’s Application Security Team will offer
insights into the role penetration testing and AppSec programs play in the risk management and
assurance practices of large organisations.
Audience: Security Management, Risk Management professionals
and Assurance/Testing Leads.
Talk to your account manager of relationship manager if you would like to attend.
2017

Apr

4&6

Melbourne/Sydney

Cybercrime Masterclass

Melbourne, April 4, 2017 – Monash Conference Centre, 30 Collins St
Sydney, April 6, 2017 – Colonial Theatre, 201 Sussex St
Commonwealth Bank Fellow and Director of the Human Cyber Criminal Project at Oxford
University, Jonathan Lusthaus, joins CBA’s cybercrime team for a half-day masterclass in
strategies to disrupt cybercrime.
Audience: Law enforcement, academics, fraud and cyber risk teams.
Talk to your account manager of relationship manager if you would like to attend.

vi http://blog.malwaremustdie.org/2016/08/mmd-0056-2016-linuxmirai-just.html
vii https://www.myhackerhouse.com/merry-haxmas-shadowbrokers-strike-again/
viii http://www.vanityfair.com/news/2016/11/how-bill-marczak-spyware-can-control-the-iphone
ix http://www.asd.gov.au/publications/protect/ios-hardening-guide.htm
x http://uk.mobile.reuters.com/article/idUKKBN13R0NG
xi https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-12-02/saudi-central-bank-computers-said-to-be-damaged-by-iran-malware
xii http://news.softpedia.com/news/european-commission-suffers-ddos-attack-servers-go-offline-for-several-hours-510498.shtml
xiii http://www.recordedfuture.com/rasputin-eac-breach/
xiv http://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-37857658
xv h ttps://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/fbi-backs-cia-view-that-russia-intervened-to-help-trump-winelection/2016/12/16/05b42c0e-c3bf-11e6-9a51-cd56ea1c2bb7_story.html
xvi http://www.reuters.com/article/us-thyssenkrupp-cyber-idUSKBN13X0VW
xvii https://www.commbank.com.au/content/dam/commbank/assets/business/can/business-insights/signals/commbank-signals-q3-2016.pdf
xviii http://www.bbc.com/news/business-37915755
xix http://www.apra.gov.au/AboutAPRA/Documents/Information-Paper-Cyber-Security-2016-v4.pdf
xx http://www.veda.com.au/sites/default/files/images/ved562_cybercrime-fraud-report_fa_hr.pdf
xxi https://www.acsc.gov.au/publications/ACSC_Threat_Report_2016.pdf
xxii http://www.lloyds.com/cityriskindex/
xxiii http://www.afr.com/technology/web/security/asx-and-asic-launch-big-company--cyber-health-checks-for-top-100-firms-20161109-gsl77l
xxiv http://foreignminister.gov.au/releases/Pages/2016/jb_mr_161110.aspx
xxv https://ministers.dpmc.gov.au/tehan/2016/minister-launches-joint-cyber-security-centre-design-process
xxvi https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-cyber-security-strategy-2016-to-2021
xxvii http://www.zdnet.com/article/fbi-gains-expanded-hacking-powers-after-congress-attempt-to-block-fails/

2017

Mar
14-16

Sydney

xxviii https://www.ntia.doc.gov/other-publication/2016/fact-sheet-iana-stewardship-transition-explained

ACSC Conference 2017

xxix http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2016/NIST.IR.8151.pdf

The Australian Government’s annual information security event.
Tickets are $1400. Student discounts available.

xxx http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/drafts/800-160/sp800_160_second-draft.pdf
xxxi http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2016/NIST.IR.7621r1.pdf
xxxii https://lockdownyourlogin.com/
xxxiii https://www.nomoreransom.org/

2017

May

23-26

Gold Coast

xxxiv http://www.theregister.co.uk/2016/11/21/microsoft_to_massacre_sha1/

AusCERT2017 Conference

xxxv https://pages.nist.gov/800-63-3/sp800-63b.html

Australia’s largest and oldest information security conference.

xxxvi https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/srd/2016/11/03/beyond-emet/

